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1. REVIEW OF THE PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1959s Item 3.2 ef the Agenda 

Fellowships: Draft Rosolution proposed by Dr Siri. (Dooment EB21/WP/22) 
• J M - J U M - M l » u — H«4IU » •_ . . f • -1Г • ~ • III.»» »___— I • » • � • • — * • » I I • • • • _ W — -

The CH/lffiMAN called on Dr Siri to explain the purpose of his resolution (document 

EB21/WP/22). 

Dr 33BI said that his main intention was that in WHO
1

 s programme of fellowships the 

type of person selected for the award of fellowships should be borne in mind; they were 

often persons with family charges and reepooelbllitlosand the purpose of training them 

was that th&y should become instruments of progress on their return to their own 

countries • This was a point to which he felt strongly that more attention should be 

paid. The Deputy Director-General, at an earlier meeting, had referred to page 62 of 

Official Records No. 81， in which the Board would note that a total of $ 3000 only had 

been provided for the exchange of research workers. That figure, he thought, was much too 

smal^ and others on the same page seemed to him equally inadequate. 

He proposed, therefore, that some provision be made for this senior and responsible 

type of fellow. If a man who received a fellowship returned to a position in his own 

country where his responsibilities were less than they had been before, it would be a 

waste of training and of money. Those sent abroad should be intended for broader fields 

of responsibility/ and in the allocation of fellowships responsible persons, e.g. provin-

cial directors of health, professors in medical schools, etc” should receive more 

attention. He thought that too many fellowships had been given for limited purposes» 

He would remind the Board that his resolution asked only that the question should be 

studied. 
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Dr J/LRâMILLO supported Dr Sirias proposal. 
ч • i 

». . t 

Dr METGàLFE thought it might well be that the type of fellowship to whieh Dr 

referred should fee further considered. There could be, for example, short-term gnante 

for senior officials which would enable them to make Visits of a month or two to see 

what other countries were doing in their own field of work, 

Dr 1АКБНМШШ was not very clear what exactly Dr Siri wished the Direct«3H3eneral 

to study, A fellowship, under the existing programme, might be for a few mrmths or for 

a year or more» He believed that the fellowship programme of the Organization already-

made provision for short-term trips. If he understood Dr Siri'в proposai correctly, it 
N 

suggested that higher stipends should be given to fellows who occupied higher positions. 

Such a proposal would involve the Organization in very difficult and invidious decisiones 

Dr HÏDE recalled that a similar proposal was at present being studied in the Region 

of the Americas# He suggested that it might be better to await the results of that 

study and to ask the DireсгЬозМЗепега 1 to report on it to the Board at itg twenty-third 

session. 

Dr SIRI agreed with Dr Iakshmar^in that the fellowship programme of th6 Organization 

already made provision for all possibilities and covered the entire field of sci6n.ce 

and techniques. What he had in mind was rather Vhether the proportion of fellowships 

for persons of high status and responsibilities was sufficiently emphasized in the 

programme as a whole. At pre sent ̂  consultants were sent to such persons as he had in 

mind to advise them^ but he thought that the leaders themselves ehould be given an 

opportunity of study and observation abroad• 
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Dr Hyde had referred to the inquiry that was being made in the Region of the 

Americas. His proposal ш з precisely that a similar study should be undertaken at 

Headquarters, but a broader one that would cover the whole world and not one region 

only® In this broader study the regional study would be of service and the two studies 

would complement each other • 

The DIRECTOR-GENERA.L called the attention of the Board to the pamphlet that had 

been cdr cala ted to all members and which gave details of the fellowship programme # 

Details of the stipends and travel allowances were given in the working paper EB21/1fiP/l6̂  

which had been circulated in connexion with the review of the programme and budget 

estimates for 1957• He not6d that Dr Siri wished him to study the possibility of 

providing different stipends for different types of fellow• In genial the Organization 

had hitherto provided th6 same rate of stipend for every class of fellow and no problem 

had во far arisen. 

Dr SIRI agreed that the general rules for the administration of the fellowship 

programme allowed th6 provision of fellowships of every type； but so far as his know-

ledge went they did not place sufficient emphasis on the type of advanced and responsible 

worker that he had in mind# If his resolution were adopted, and the inquiry showed 

that this aspect was sufficiently covered, then the Board would know where it stood and 

would be satisfied.® If not, the study would suggest to the Board how the position 
4 co\£Ld be improved # 

A report on the study in the Americas had been submitted to the last meeting of the 

Directing Council of IÎIS0 and showed that fellowships had Ьвеп provided for deans of 

universities, provincial public health officers, professors and others in similar high 

positions• The study gave much light on the practices that had been followed in 



¡^•anting fellowships
 s
 He thought that similar infornetion on the wider basis he had 

siippested would be very useful» 

、：)r HIDE said that the Directing Council of the PASO at its ^ast session had 

received the report mentioned by Dr Siri and had asked the Director of PASB to pursue 

the st.ùdy, for presentation to the Pan American Sanitary Conference in the autumn of 

195в^ aba in particular to examine the usee and. value of the "point system" proposed 

in the interim reporto He did not think tbat WHO should duplica-te this study but 

rather thai； it shculd ask the Dlrector-Ganerâl to report to the Bçard its twenty-
•厂 * * «• 

third eeesion on the study ^ d e In the Aioerioas and ЪЪе action that had been takep on 

it^ This he put as a formal amendment to Dr S i r i ^ proposals 

' Dr SIRI saidiiiat he •would, not oppose such an anendnento In his proposal he Ый 

callad attention to bhe need for securing harmony between the rates of stipend granted 

by different agencies. He did not think that Dr Нуйз̂  proposal contradicted the spirit 

of hi3 cwn but he hoped that ^hen the Dlrec-bor-General reported to the Executive Board), 

as Dr H/de suggested^ he would give his views on vàiat policy the Organization as a whole 

should i'ollow. • 

The DIRSGT0R43EKiERàîi aaid that so far the Or ̂ anizaticri had had no experience of 

. • . ! . . . •. • • . 
proyirlinz ^ If f^venU otipfnds JT.or difiero nt ca begories of. fellows

 s
 as he understood to be 

Dr Siri
T

B suggestion. 
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Dr Eb-CHLTTI thought it was well known that WHO was giving fe?_lowships to workers of 

all grades ； it might however be profitable to change the proportion. He did not thin^: 

in any case that a special stipend was necessary for senior fellows； most of them vere 

high-ranking and already had good resources at their disposal. 

Dr HÏDE explained that the effect of his amendment would be to delete the third 

jsaragraph of the preamble of Dr Siri's resolution and to substitute a new operative 

paragraph on the lines that he had suggested. 

Dr SIRI wished to consider the text in writing so that members of the Board might 

compare it with his own original proposal. A decision on the two proposals might be 

taken later in the meeting. 

Decision: It was so agreed (see section 4； of these minutes). 

2. REVIEW OF SA.LA.RIES, ALLCM.NCES AND BENEFITSt REGION OF THE AMERICAS: Item 8,8 of 
the Agenda (Resolution Ш110

л
49; Document EB21/54) 

• • f • 

The СН1ШШШ called on Mr Siegel to introduce this item. 

Mr S I E Œ L , Assistant Director-General, Department of Adaiinistration and Jinance, 

stated that the Director-General considered that this was a subject which deserved the 

continuing attention of the Executive Board, and the Health Assembly because of its great 

Importance to the future vrork of the Organization» A system of salaries, allowances 

and benefits ,if adequate,would lead to a competent> zealous and effective international 

civil service ； if inadequate, it would hinder that development. 
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The document EB21/54 before the Board referred in its title to the Region of the 

Americas because resolution Ш110»49 of the Tenth World Health Assembly had referred to 

the Executive Board the question of salaries,, allowances and benefits fcr the staff of 

that region and asked th6 Executive Board to eonstilt with the Directing Courittil of the 

Pan American Sanitary Organization. The resolation had been adopted； by the Tenth 

Asseiribly late in its session and the question had not been eonsidered by the Exe>?utive 

Board at its meeting ixnraediatelly after the Assembly because so important a subject 

demanded a preparation and documentation for which time was not then avai^ble
 f 

In the meantime the Directing Council of PASO had further considered the question 

in a discussion at which the Director-General and he hinsaLf had been present. That . 

discussion was recorded in â-nnex В to t he docment before the Board, The Board wotüd 

note that the Dároeting Council had based its study on a report robmitted by the Director 

i i 

of PASB. The Directing Counoii had not accepted all the proppsaln made in thât report 

and had asked that the study should be contitíCied. 

The Beard would note that paragraph 8 on page 3 of docm«nt. EB22/54 s^^gostüd 

that any study made by the Board of the system of salaries and allowances must Ьз 

inclusive-
r
- must cover all regions and. lo eat ions and should not differentiate between 

staff paid from different funds. Its purpose would be to develop a single system 

applicable throughout the >riiol6 Organization. 

Paragraph 9 of the satne document suggested that it would not be- fruitful to attempt 

to study the question thoroughly at the present session in the absence of conplet6 

documentation and because in the course of the next few months certain inter-egency studiesj 

which were referred to in paragraph 12, would be made vould be useful to the 

Board in its consideration of the question» Thsse inter-agency studies would cover 
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in particular pensionable remnneration^ the principles whieh should govern the 

development of uniform standards of post classification
}
 and certain aspects of the 

administration of post adjustments. The Director-General therefore suggested that 

the Beard might wait, probably until its session in January 1959，to make such a 

comprehensive study• 

Paragraph 14 of document EB21/54 raised a point in whidithe Board might be 

interested _ an important divergence in salary practice between WHO and PASB. The 

Directo3>-Oeneral had always considered that minus cost-of-living adjustments were> 

on balance, undesirable and had put that view consistently at all relevant inter-

agency discussions - so far without acceptance by the other organizations^ 

The United Nations po3dcy on this point had not changed,but the PASO Directing 

Council had taken a decision not to apply minus post adjustments« The result was 

that in the Region of the Americas those staff who were paid from regular funds or ftcm 

Technical Assistance funds suffered a reduction of salary which was not applied to 

those staff miribevs who were paid frcm PASO funds• The Director-General did not 

propose to follow the exanple of the PAÍSO Directing Council because one result would 
a. 

be that WJO staff would receive special treatment in one region» The Board would note 

from paragraph 17 of the document that the decision of PASB had been reported Ъу 

to the Advisory Gornmittee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions
>
 which in turn had 

reported it to the United Nations General Assembly. 

If members of the Board ̂ wished further detailed information on this question he 

wou3jd be happy to provide it. 
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Dr MET1CALFE referred to the draft resolution on page ДЛ of EB2l/5^, vhich 

contained a paragraph reading: 

Considering that present conditions of employment fail to attract young 
bealth workers vho should become career officers of the Organization; 

Ее asked vhether tLere was any evidence that the Organization failed to attract 

cMipetent young meru 

Dr DÍAZ-COLLEH called attention to paragraph l6 of the document^ in ^hicii it 

vas stated that in the opinion of the Director-General there coulk b« tío fe^L choice 

between internal consistency and external со-ordination* This' prtesumably referred 

in the fifst place to consistency between WHO and its regional organizations and 

in the second place to co-ordination between WHO and other agencies of the 

United Nations family. He thought strongly that internal con日isterxcy should 

take precedence. PASO bad taken a decision one result of wbich would be that 

in the Eegion of the Americas staff paid respectively from WHO and from PASO funds 

would vork side by side on different salaries. Internal consistency should 

prevail, and. therefore,if PASO did not apply minus adjustments, WHO In the Eegion 

of the Americas, and indeed throiigbout the whole world, should net make minus 

adjustments until the question was definitely settled in the United Nations. 

Mr SIEGEL, in reply to Dr Metcalfe, pointed out that the resolution cited 

vas a i»esolutiorL adopted'by the Executive Committee of PASO. He himself did 

not knov what had been in their minds, but iri WHO. also recent experience had 
» . . . 

shown some difficulty in recruitment from this cause. 

In reply to Dr D^az-Coller, he said it was clear that the Director-General 

had consistently'opposed minus post adjustments. The statement in paragraph 16 
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of the document before the Board was intended to express the policy that it was more 

important to have consistency throughout VJHO than co-ordination between WHO and the 

United Nations• It was felt that Internal consistency was essential to good work 

in the Organization» " 

Possibly the present position was not clear to all members* Minus adjustments 

were now applied throughout WHO and such had been the position for many years
#
 PASO 

now no longer applied minus adjustments. That had required a clear deviation by PASO 

from the existing staff rules. If WHO wished to follow Its example it would similarly 

have to alter its staff rules. 

Dr DXAZ-COLLER thought the question was very important• PASO had found it difficult 

to get adequate staff because salaries were insufficient. It was true that some staff 

members did not work for the sake of the salary alone, but none the less recruiting 

difficulties existed. On page 11, in Annex A.2 to the document before the Board, it was 

pointed out that a uniform system of salaries and benefits would provide a greater degree 

of flexibility among career-service employees. That would facilitate the easy Inter-

change of staff between field operations and the established stations of the Organiza-

tion and would provide a variety of experience for each staff member and, therefore, an 

opportunity for growth, development, and a proper understanding of the work and problems 

of the Organization. That reference^ he thought> would answer Dr Metcalfe
x

s question 

as to what the PASO had had in mind. ;" —: 
If WHO continued to apply mihus adjustments In the Region of the Americas, there 

would be a lack of internal consistency, The whole question should be very carefully 
considered. 
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Tir METCALFE asked whether Mr Siegel could explain the exact nature of the minus 

adjustment. 

Mr SIEGEL said that in effect the system throughout the whole family of United 

Nations agencies rested in the first place on a basic ioternational salary determined 

as appropriate in relation to a base station. Previously the basis of-the inter-

national salary system had been established in relation to costs in, New ïorkj now 

the base station was Geneva. For other stations plus ot minus adjustments were made 

to this basic scale of salaries according as the cost of living for staff members at 

those stations was greater or less than the cost of living in the base station as 

from the date of the fixing of the salary scales. If the local cost of living was 
-»•身 

higher than that at the basts on the base date an adjustment was added to x,ae salary; 

if it was lower., a deduction vae made from the salarié® at the local station» 

1 

Mr CALDERWOOD，adviser to Dr Hyde； asked whether Dr Díaz-Coller had maae a formal 

proposal or had simply expressed a point of viev for consideration by the Board, 

Dr DIAZ-COLLER replied that he had made a concrete and definite proposal that 

WHO should not apply minus adjustments in any case where it now applied them» 

Mr CALDERWOOB understood that the proposal vas that in order to ьесиге uniformity 

WHO should not apply minus differentials • He called attention to paragraph 56 011 

page 26 of document EB21/51, in which the United Nations Advisory Committee 011 Admini-

strative and Budgetary Questions had understood that the WHO Executive Board would 

consider a similar deviation (to that adopted by the PASO) so as to avoid different 

treatment for staff employed by the two organizations in the Region of the Americas•• 

His own view was tbat it was advisable to have consistency between WHO and PASO in 

the Region of the Americae and he therefore supported Dr DÍaz-Coller, 
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The CHAIRMAN thought that it would be helpful to have the draft resolution in 

writing4 

Ttr MOORE asked two questions. First, was the proposal of Dr DAZ-Coller to 

apply to the Region of the Americas only or to the whole world? Secondly, could the 

Secretariat give some indication of the amount which would be involved (a) if the 

change were made in the Americas only, and (b) if it were made throughout the world. 

Professor PESONEN asked what was the position of other specialized agencies on 

this point• 

Dr DIAZ-COLLER replied to Dr Moore that for internal consistency his proposal 

would have to apply to all regions, 

Mr SIEGEL said that he had been about to ask for time to answer Dr Moorets 

second question. However, he had just been given a calculation on the subject• 

The figures were, of course, subject to considerable change because cost of living 

figures varied constantly, but on the situation as at 1 Januaiy 1958 the 

additional cost for 1958 would be： 

under the Regular Budget - $ 35 000 

under Technical Assistance - $ 37 000 

under the Malaria Eradication Special Account - $ 2 500• 

The answer to Professor Pesonen
1

 s question was tfhat all the international 

organizations followed the United Nations
 n

cwmmcn system" in applying minus adjust-

ments : b u t with few exceptions those other organizations did not have subdivisions 

similar to--WH0
1

 s regional organizations. 

III reply to the Chairman, Mr Siegel .said that he thought any figures for 1959 

would be mis leading
 ;
 but on the preset information they did not seem te differ Élich 

from those for 1958e 
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Dr DÍA2.-COLLER thought that $ 7红 500 vould not be too much to pay for the 

stability, peace cf mind and efficiency of all members of the staff. 

Dr MOORE asked whether a decision not t矜 make minus adjustments would lead to a 

spiral or whether on the other hand, if the cost of living dropped at the base 

station； local adjustments would follow it » . 

Mr SIEGEL said that the question was complicated. Part of the answer was that 

each fluty station wculd； eace the appropriate initial adjuütT^nt for that station had 

been established in relation to the base station, stand on its отт feet and plus or 

iBintis adjustments there would depend on the changes in the cost of living there. He 

thought that no spiral vas involved-• 

M5: CALDERWOOD wished to comment on o^ie. point and авк a question^ The Salary 、 

Reviev Committee had made recommendationc not only in regard to post acijustmebits but 

also on other points, some of which had been put Into operation• The broad question 

would be.further reviewed by the Advisory Criumlttee on Administrative and Budgetary 

questions^ the General Assembly； and other governing bodies in the near future. He 

assume； -
1

^ tLei^efore, that the purpose of Dr Diaz-Coller
1

 s proposal was to deal with 

present anomalies pending a review by those bodies vhich. would bring about better con-

ditions
 9
 Oa tie question of the total cost, he thought that the decision of PASO 

had been in part at least based on information that the differences caused in the 

salaries of individual staff members by the minus adjustments vere considerable and 

internal anomalies vere ¿'erious。 

Dr DIAZ-COLLER agreed. 
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Mr SIEGEL reminded the Board that a change in the cost of living at Geneva did 

not affect salaries in the field. If Dr Díaz-Coller
!

s proposal were accepted， 

salaries at Headquarters and in regional offices ajid the field could never go below 

the base salary. 

In reply to Mr Calderwood, he said that he had 110 knowledge that the United 

Nations would be reviewing its policy oil minus adjustments. WHO itself； of cçurse^ 

would be making a further study. 

Mr CALDERWOOD said that his question related rather to a continuing review of, 

the whole broad question of salaries, a l l o w a n c e s ^ - a n d r b e r t e f i b s 、 

Mr SIEGEL said that the only studies for the present year of "Wbich he was aware 

were those referred to in paragraph 12 of document EB2l/5^. They included the 

administration of the post adjustment system but not the adjustment system itself. 

The CHAIRMAN invited comments on the draft resolution submitted jointly by Dr 

DÍaz-Coller and Dr Hyde and just circulated. 

Dr LAJCSHMANAN asked whether WHO could take this áction with regard to field 

workers employed oil Technical Assistance projects without it being contrary to 

decisions made by the Technical Assistance Board and without there being a discrepancy 

between the pay of such staff and the pay received by other Technical Assistânce 

workers on other projects• 

Dr METCALFE asked whether the Board had the power to decide that WHO should 110 

longer apply minus post adjustments to the Balarles of WHO staff members or whether 

only the Health Assembly had the power to take such a decision. 
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Mr SIEGEL said that the Director-General was of the opinion that WHO had every 

right to take decisions regarding all WHO staff members as it saw fit, even those 

paid from Technical Assistance funds. The last sentence of Regulation 3,2 of the 

WHO Staff Regulations reads 

Any deviations from United Nations scales of salaries and allowances which 
may be necessary for the requirements of the World Health Organization shall 
be subject to the approval of； or may be authorized by； the Executive Board, 

so that the Executive Board certainly had the power to authorize such deviations• 

He felt^ however， he should point out that if the draft resolution were adopted 

by the Board, there vould be a discrepancy； not between the salaries of one category 

of WHO officials and those of another category of WHO officials, but between the 

salaries of WHO staff members employed in places where minus post adjustments were 

applied and the salaries of staff employed there by other agencies. On the other 

hand， if the resolution were not adopted； there would be a discrepancy between the 

salaries of some WHO staff members and those of other WHO staff members^ because minus 

post adjustments would not be applied to the salaries of certain staff members who 

were paid from PASO funds• 

Professor CANAPERIA， recalling that Mr Siegel had indicated that the implemen-

tation of the draft resolution would cost some $ 500， asked how that sum would 

be obtained. 

Kr SIEGEL replied that evexy year it had been necessary to find additional 

amounts because of constant changes in the rates of post adjustments； so the adoption 

of the draft resolution would not mean that the Secretariat vould be faced with an 

entirely new problem. Post adjustments usually were on. the increase； could think 

of no reduction in a post adjustment during the past eight years• 
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Professor CANAPERIA asked whether the adoption of the draft resolution would 

make it necessary to curtail the Organization
1

s programme for 1958• 

Mr SIEGEL said that on 1 January 1958 it had been estimated that the additional 

amount of regular budget funds which would probably be required for the suppression of ‘ 

minus adjustments during 1958 was $ 55 000 • He believed that a iUrge part of that 

amount would be required in any event
}
 since there were a number of upward adjustments 

which were almost certain to be made in any case. In the past， the Director-General 

had obtained the additional amounts required for upward revisions of post adjustmenta 
. � 

by means of transferring sums from sections of the budgçt where there had been savings
 # 

(As members of the Board would of course remember, the Director-General often requested 

permission to make transfers between appropriation sections•) If the additional ^ 

л、 ‘ ' 

amount could not be obtained йз a result of savings - as migbt just conceivably be the 

case - then the Director -General would have to make use of the povers he had been given 

in respect of the Working Capital Fund. The additional $ 37 000 which would probably 

be required for personnel engaged on Technical Assistance projects would have to be 

taken from WH0
!

s Technical Assistance allocation. Similarly the additional amount 

required for persons employed on the malaria eradication programme would have to be 

charged to the Malaria Eradication Special Account. 

Dr ШСЗНМШШ suggested that the Board should agree to defer taking action on the 

draft resolution until its next meeting. 

It vas so agreed, (See minutes of the twentieth meeting, section 6.) 
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AMENDMENTS TO THE RULES OP PROCEDURE OP ЖЕ HEAL® ASSEMELY» Item 6.5 of the 
Agenda. PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO ВШ 28 OF THE RULES OP PROCEDURE OF ШЕ EXECUTIVE 
BOARDi Item 8 of the Supplementary Agenda (Documents EB2l/^8 and EB2l/67) 
(continued from the seventh meeting^ section 4) 

The CHAIRMMi, reoalling, that item 6.5 of the agenda and item 8 of the supplementary 

agenda had been referred to a working party, requested the Chairman of the working party 

to present its report (document EB21/67). 

Mr CALDERWOCD, adviser to Dr Hyde and Chairman of the working party, said he 

thought that all members of the Board were familiar with both items • The first questim 

which the working party had discussed^ namely the duration of the term of office of 

Board members, was one which had been raised at the Tenth World Health Assembly. On 

that occasion it had been urged that the rules of the subject In the Rules of Procedure 

of the Health Assembly (Rules 92 and 99) should be changed since they were in contra-

diction to one another» Many had expressed the view that the term of offioe of members 

of the Board should be exactly three years, since it was laid down In Article 25 of the 

Constitution
 H

These members shall be elected for three years
11

 f
 Others had pointed out 

that slnoe the Health Assembly did not meet on the same dates every year there would 

frequently be occasions on vrtiich there would be unfilled seats on the Board, unless 

suitable provisions were made, Ihe Tenth World Health Assembly had not been able to 

reach agreement on the question. 

The working party had ooroe to the conclusion that serious difficulties would arise 

If any specific dates were laid down for the commencement and expiry of the terms of 

office of Board members• It had agreed to recommend that the Board adopt a draft 

resolution proposing to the Health Assembly that it delete from Its Rules of Procedure 

the paragrajAi in Rule 92 reading i 
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Рог the purpose ef Article 25 ©f the Constitution the word
 и

 year^
1

 shall be 
taken to mean the period of time between one election at a regular session of 
the Health Assembly and the next election by the Health Aseembly, 

and that Rule 99 should be amended to read: 

The term of office of each Mombur entitled to designate a person serve 
• on the Board shall begin on the opening day of the first meeting of the Board 

after the Health Assembly at which the Member concerned was elected. 

If the Health Assembly gave effect to that resolution, the contradi о tion would 

disappear, and there would be nothing in the Rules which could be said to be not in 

accordance with the Constitution. 

Dr TOQBA thought that there should be something deflate in the Health Assembly's 

Rules of Procedure regarding the expiration of the terms of office of Board members. 

He proposed the addition, at the end of the text for Rule 99 proposed by the working 

party (in the draft resolution in part I of document EB21/67) of the wordst
 w

and 

shall end on the closing day of the session of the Health Assembly during which the 

Member is replaced,
1

. 

Mr SIEGEL said that an amendment somewhat similar to the one just proposed by 

pr Togba had been suggested by the Director-General in a report he had submitted for 

consideration at the Tenth World Health Assembly. The Legal Sub-Committee of the 

Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters, to which the matter had been 

referred, had decided that It should not recommend the adoption of the amendment, after 

several members of the Sub-Conmittee had expressed opposition to it because in their 

opinion it conflicted with Article 25 of the Constitution. However, the Eleventh World 

Health Assembly might be willing to give the matter further consideration, and decide 

how Article 25 of the Constitution should be interpreted. ^ 
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Dr TOCíBA asked whetlior the Tenth World Health Assemb?^ had considered deleting 

from the Rules of Frocedure of the Health Assembly all reference to the expiration of 

the terms of office of Bóard members) as the working party had recommended. 

Mr SIEGEL said he could, not remember0 At that Health Aasombly «everal amendments 

to the Rules had been suggested- but none of them had been accepted. 

Mr CAXDEHWÛ0D said that the working party had considered including a clause such 

as that just proposod by Dr Togba, but it had decided not to do so, since the Health 

Assembly and the Executive üoard did not meet on the same dates every year, and some 

time always elapsed between the Health Assembly's decision on the question of replace-

ments for members of the Board and the appointment of the new members A If the wording 

p r o p ^ ^ by Dr^Togba 5/ere finally adopted it víoujjI a.1r.ost certainly be argued by some 

that the rule was not in accordance wijbb. the Constitution, and there would almost ； 

cer-̂ ainly bo periods during which the membersîiip-of fbhe Board^юялХд-по^Ье complete.. 

The СНА1Е!УШ said it-seemed that”hhsre、；ere drawbacks to every possible form of 

wording of the rule. 

Dr METCAIiFE said that the ̂ wording^ advocated by-"]^ Togba-woimbe^satUfa<rtory^if 

the Health-Assembly саше to an end on the same date every year； but it did not. 

It was laid down in Article 25 of the Constitution that the term of office of each 
/ 

Board member should be exactly three years a 

Dr TOGBA said that as yet no Board memberfs term of office had ever been exactly 

three years. 
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The CHAIRMAN put the amendment proposed by Dr Togba to the vote. 

Decisions The amendment was adopted by 14 votes to none, with no abstentions. 

The CHAIRMN put to the vote the draft resolution in part I of document EB21/67, 

as amended. 

Decision^ It was adopted unanimously (see resolution EB21.R51). 

Mr CALDERWOOD, adviser to Dr Hyde and Chairman of the working party, said that 

the second matter discussed by the working party was Rule 28 of the Executive Board
!

s 

Rules of Procedure, which concerned the functions of members
1

 alternates and advisers. 

Two years previously a working party had been established to bring the Executive 

Board
1

 s Rules of Procedure more closely into line with the revised Rules of Procedure of 

the Health Assembly. The working party had proposed that in the future no distinction 

should be made between alternates and advisers, since some members were accompanied by 

alternates only, some by advisers only, and some by both alternates and advisers, and it 

depended largely upon the domestic arrangements of a member
1

s country whether those 

accompanying him were designated as alternates or advisers. Some people had attended 

one session of the Board as an alternate and another session as an adviser, performing 

the same function at both sessions. Until the question had arisen two years previously, 

no distinction had been made between alternates and advisers in practice. During the 

Boards consideration of the recommendation of the forking party, a Board member had 

expressed the opinion that the distinction between alternates and advisers should be 

retained, but that the provisions relating to advisers should be made more liberal. That 

was what the working party which had met during the current session had decided to 
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recommend. The existing Rules of Procedure precluded an adviser from ever voting at a 

session of the Board. The working party recommended for adopting by the Board a draft 

resolution containing, as a proposed substitute for the second sentence of Rule 28, a 

text reading« 

Moreover, upon the request of the member or his alternate, the Chairman 
may allow an adviser to speak on any particular point and, in the absence of 
the member or his alternate, to speak and vote on any question. 

The working party had also decided to recommend the deletion in Rule 28 of the 

words "designated in accordance with Article 24 of the Constitution'^ because alternates 

and advisers were not in practice designated in pursuance of that article of the 

Constitution, But it was a matter to whloh the working party did not attach much 

importance. 

Dr TOGBA. expressed the opinion that the words "designated in accordance with 

Article 2斗 of the Constitution
11

 should be retained, and accordingly proposed that the 

sub-paragraph (a) of the draft resolution submitted by the working party be deleted 

and that the necessary consequential amendments to the rest of the draft resolution be 

made. 

He had no objection to any of the advisers attending the present session voting 

in place of the members they were accompanying. But he felt he should issue a 

warning; in future, some governments might appoint as advisers persons who did not have 

the experience of WHO that the present advisers had. Ihe people they might appoint 

might act from purely political motives and exercise pressure on the members they were 

accompanying. They could, if the wording for Rule 28 recommended by the working party 

were adopted by the Board, induce them to let them vote on their behalf. 
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Dr НЕОАЬА. asked whether there Vías any reason why the difficulties under discussicm 

could not be obviated by governments designating alternates and advisers as was most 

suitable• 

Dr HÏDE said that, in his own case, for instance, under United States law it was not 

possible to designate more than one person to act as his alternate. Only the 

President could designate that alternate, and the President could designate only 

someone with a medical degree and experience of public health matters. His advisers 
. . . ‘..〜、 

were appointed by the Secretary of State. Rule 28 of the Board's Rules of Procedure 

in its present form prevented the Board from obtaining full value out of the experience 

of some of the advisers attending the sessions as regards non-medical items of its 

agenda. 

Dr TOGBA asked whether, if the text for Rule 28 proposed by the working pa^ty were 

adopted, an adviser would always be free to vote on any matter discussed by the Board 

when the member was not present. ' 

Mr CAIDERWOOD replied that advisers would be allowed to vote only
 ,f

upon the request 

of the member or his alternate
11

. The member or his alternate might make such a 

request by communicating with the Chairmaiv by telephone or by some other means. 

Dr TOGBA said in his opinion an adviser should not be permitted to vote unless 

the member or his alternate requested the Chairman in writing to allow him to do so. 

He accordingly proposed the insertion of the words "if so requested in writing by the 

member or his alternate" before the words
 11

 to speak and vote on any question
11

 at the 

-encU-of- the text proposed by the working party • 
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Decisions Dotird adopted Dr ïogba1 s proposal relating to sub-paragraph (a) 
of the draft respiutian by l^Hvotes to none with one absterrfeioru It adopted 
the amendment be had proposed to sub-paragraph (b) unanimously； and it adopted, 
also unanimously, the draft resolution as amended (see resolution ED2:UR52�e » ' 

The CHAIRMAN, on behalf of the Board, thanked the members of the working party 

for the work they had done, -

4. REVIEW OP РпОСМШЕ AND BÜDGET EŜ BVIATES FOR 19591 X'tem 3.2 of the Agenda 

Fellowships s Draft résolution proposed by Dr Sirl (restimôcl} 

'Dr 3IEI said that he wished to withdraw the resolution he bad proposed earlier 

(document ЕВ21Дг^/22) if Dr Hyde, who bad submitted, bxi amendment to it, would agpee 
»
 r 

to his doing sob He would submit ano'tiaer draft resolution in its place. 

,Dr НШЕ said he had no objection to Dr Siri doing soé 

Dr SITîI withdrew the draft vesolutioo he had proposed earlier and proposed the 

adoption of the draft résolu七ion ciixîû ted. as document ̂ 2X/Vip/22 Rev.l, The third 

and^last paragraph of the preamble was a new paragraph,, which he had drafted after 

listening to Dr iîyde! з comments on the draft resolution ha had just vritbdrawn. That 

paragraph reacU 
“ . 

GcriSideriag that a atudy of tbe fellowship programme conducted by the Region 
of the Americas is to ne undertaken and a report tbereon made to the Pan American 
Sanitary Conference. 
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He had already explained the reasons which had led him to propose the operative part .. 

of the draft resolution, which reads 

REQUESTS the Director-General to broaden this study to оaver all the Regions 
of the Organization, taking into account the points mentioned above. 

If the Board adopted the draft resolution, it would not be prejudging any issue or 

approving any increase in the stipends paid to WHO fellows, 

Dr HSDE said he could vote in favour of all the preamble of the draft resolution 

just proposed by Dr Siri, but he wished to propose that 方 h e operative paragraph be 

replaced by the text which he had proposed earlier, and which appeared in document 

ЕВг̂АгР/гз, namely s 

REQUESTS the Di re с to r-General to report to the twenty-third session of the 
Executive Board on the study of the fellowship programme conducted by the Region 
of the Americas, as it is renorted to the XV Pan American Sanitary Conference, 
and the action feken *bhereon, 

The CHAIRMAN put Dr Hyde's amendment to the vote» 

Decisions It was adopted by 10 votes to 4 with 2 abstentions. 

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the revised draft resolution proposed by Dr Siri 

v{document\EB2J22 Rev Д) as amended. 

i 

Decisiont It was adopted unanimously (see resolution EB21.R54) 

The meeting rose at 12¿40 р>ш 
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1. REVIEW OF THE PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1959s Item 3»2 of the Agenda, 

Fellowships; Draft Resolution proposed by Dr Siri. (Document EB21/WP/22) 

The CHAIRMAN called on Dr Siri to explain the purpose of his resolution (document 

EB21/WP/22). 

Dr SIRI said that his main intention was that in WHO's programme of fellowships the 

type of person selected for the award of fellowships should be borne in mind; they were 

often persons with family charges and responsibilities and the purpose of training them 

was that they should become instruments of progress on their return to their own 

countries. This was a point to which he felt strongly that more attention should be 

paid. The Deputy Director-General^ at an earlier meeting, had referred to page 62 of 

Official Records No. 81, in which the Board would note that a total of $ 3000 only had 

been provided for the exchange of research workers. That figure he thought was much too 

small and others on the same page seemed to him equally inadequate. 

He proposed, therefore, that some provision be made for this senior and responsible 

type of fellow. If a man who received a fellowship returned to a position in his own 

country where his responsibilities were less than they had been before, it would be a 

waste of training and of money. Those sent abroad should be intended for broader fields 

of responsibility^ and in the allocation of fellowships responsible persons, e
^
g

^
 provin-

cial directors of health， professors in medical schools， etc” should receive more 

attention. He thought that too many fellowships had been given for limited purposes
# 

He would remind the Board th^t his resolution asked only that the question should be 

studied. 
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Dr ДШ1М1Ш) supported Dr Siri
1

 s proposal. 

Dr METGÜ.LFE thought it might well be that the type of fellowship to which Dr Siri 

referred should be further considered
#
 There could be, for example

}
 short-term grants 

for senior officials which would enable them to make visits of a month or two to see 

what other countries were doing in their own field of work. 

Dr lAKSHMàNàN was not very clear what exactly Dr 6iri wished the Dir e ct er -Ge пега 1 

to study, A fellowship^ under the existing programme
}
 might be for a few months or for 

a year or more# He believed that th6 fellowship programme of the Organization already-

made provision for short-term trips. If he understood Dr Sirias proposal correctly，it 

suggested that higher stipends should be given to fellows who occupied higher positions• 

Such a proposal would involve the Organization in very difficult and invidious decisions 

Dr HÏDE recalled that a similar proposal was at present being studied in the Region 

of the Americas* He suggested that it might be better to await the results of that 

study and to ask the Director-Geпега 1 to report on it to the Board at its twenty-third 

session. 

Dr SIRI agreed with Dr lakshma辨n that the fellowship programme of the Organization 

already made provision for all possibilities and covered the entire field of science 

and techniques • What he had in mind was rather vhether the proportion of fellowships 

for persons of high status and responsibilities was sufficiently emphasized in the 

programme as a whole • At present, consultants were sent to such persons as he had in 

mind to advise them, but he thought that the leaders themselves should be given an 

opportunity of study and observation abroad. 
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Dr Hyde had referred to the inquiry that was being made in the Region of the 

Americas. His proposal "was precisely that a similar study should be undertaken at 

Headquarters, but a broader one that would cover the whole world and not one region 

only. In this broader study the regional study would be of service and. the two studies 

would complement each other • 

The DIRECTOR-GENERàL called the attention of the Board to the pamphlet that had 

been circulated to all members and which gave details of the fellowship programme « 

Details of the stipends and travel allowances were given in the working paper EB2l/w/l6
} 

which had been circulated in connexion with the review of the programme and budget 

estimates for 1957• He noted that Dr Siri wished him to study the possibility of 

providing different stipends for different types of fellow» In general the Organization 

had hitherto provided the same rate of stipend for every class of fellow and no problem 

had so far arisen, 

Dr SIRI agreed that the general rules for the administration of the fellowship 

programme allowed the provision of fellowships of every type ； but so far as his know-

ledge went they did not рЗлсе sufficient emphasis on the type of advanced and responsible 

worker that he had in mind» If his resolution, were adopted
}
 and the inquiry showed 

that this aspect was sufficiently covered, th6n the Board would know where it stood and 

would be satisfied^ If net夕 the study would suggest to the Board how the position 

could be improved. 

A report on the study in the Americas had been submitted to the last meeting of the 

Directing Council of PUSO and showed that fellowships had been provided for deans of 

universities
д
 provincial public health officers, professors and others in similar high 

positions« The study gave much light on the practices that had been followed in 
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granting fellowships• He thought that similar information on the wider basis he had 

suggested would be very useful, 

Dr HIDE said, that the Directing Council of the PASO at its last session had 

received the report mentioned by Dr Siri and had asked the Director of PASB to piarstie 

the study*, for presentation to the Pan American Sanitary Conference in the autumn of 

1958^ and in particular to examine th6 uses and value of the "point system^ proposed 

In the interim report. He did not think that WHO should duplicate this study but 

rather that it should ask the Director-General to report to the Board at its twenty-

third session on the study made in the Americas and the action that had been taken on 

it# This he put as a formal amendment to Dr Sirias proposal. 

Dr SIRI saidtiiat he would not oppose such an amendment• In his proposal he had 

callfid attention to the need for securing harmony between the rates cf stipend granted 

by different agencies • He did not think that Dr Hyda's proposal contradicted the spirit 

of his own but he hoped that when the Director-Genera 1 reported to the Executive Boards 

as Dr Hyde suggested, he would give his views on igh扬t policy the Organization as a whole 

should follow* 

The DIRECTOR-GENEIMI said that so àar the Organization had had no experience of 

providing different stipends for different categories of fellows
д
 as he understood to be 

Dr Siri
r

s suggestion^ 今 
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Dr EL-CHA.TTI thought it was well known that WHO vas giving fellowships to workers of 

all grades； it might however be profitable to change the proportion. He did not thin^ 

in any case that a special stipend was necessary for senior fellows； most of them W6re 

high-ranking and already had good resources at their disposal» 

Dr ffiDE explained that the effect of his amendment would be to delete the third 

paragraph of the preamble of Dr Siri's resolution and to substitute a new operative 

paragraph on the lines that he had suggested. 

Dr SIRI wished to consider the text in writing so that members of the Board might 

compare it with his own original proposal, A decision on the two proposals might be 

taken later in the meeting. 

Decision： It was so agreed (see section of these minutes). 

2. REVIEW OF SA.IARIES, ALLGWUNCES AND BENEFITS - REGION ÍF THE AMERIGàSî Item 8,8 of 
the Agenda (Resolution 職 10.49} Document EB21/54) 

The СИШМШ called on Mr Siege! to introduce this item. 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department .of Administration and Finance, 

stated that the Director-General considered that this was a sublet which deserved the 

continuing attention of the Executive Board and the Health Assembly because of its great 

importance to the future work of the Organization* A system of salaries, allowances 

and benefits If adequate would lead, to a competent, zealous and effective international 

civil service ; if inadequate
t
 it would hinder that development. 
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The document EB21/54 before the Board referred in its title to the Region of the 

Americas because resolution WH!110#49 of the Tenth World Health Assembly had referred to 

the Executive Board the question of salaries, allowances and benefits for the staff of 

that region and asked the Executive Board to consult with the Directing Council of the 

Pan American Sanitary Organization. The resolution had Ъееп adopted by the Tenth 

Assembly late in its session and the question had not Ъееп considered by the Executive 

Board at its meeting immediately after the Assembly because so important a subject 

demanded a preparation and documentation for which time was not then available » 

In the meantime the Directing Council of PASO had further considered the question 

in a discussion at which the Director-General and Mr Siegel had been present. That 

discussion was recorded in Annex В tot he document before the Board. The Board would 

note that the Directing Council had based its study on a report submitted by the Director 

of PASB. The Directing Council had not accepted all the proposals made in that report 

and had asked that the study should be continued^ 

The Board would note that paragraph 8 on page three of document EB21/54 suggested 

that any study made by the Board of th6 system of salaries and allowances must be 

inclusive у must cover all regions and locations and should not differentiate between 

staff paid from different funds. Its purpose would be to develop a single system 

applicable throughout th6 Organization. 

Paragraph 9 of the same document suggested that it would not be fruitful to attempt 

to study* the question thoroughly at the present session in the absence of conçXete 

documentation and because in th6 course of the next few months certain inter-ag6ncy studies 

which were referred to in paragraph 12, would be made which Vould be useful to the 

Board in its consideration of the questionn These inter-egency studies would cover 
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In particular pensionable rermirxeration^ the principles which should govern the 

development of uniform standards of post classification^ and certain aspects of the 

administration of post adjustments• The Director-General therefore suggested that 

the Board might ^wait, probably until its session in January 1959, to make such a 

comprehensive study. 

Paragraph 14 of document EB21/54 raised a point in which the Board might be 

interested — an important divergence in salary practice between WHO and PASB» The 

Director-<5eneral had always considered that minus cost-of-living adjustments were, 

on balance^ undesirable and had put that view consistently at all relevant inter-

agency discussions 赛 so far without acceptance by the other organizations» 

The United Nations poîicy on this point had not changed but the PASO Directing 

Council had taken a decision not to apply minus post adjustments« The result шв 

that in the Region of the Americas those staff who were paid from regular funds or frcm 

Technical Assistance funds suffered a reduction of salary which "was not applied to 

those staff members who were paid £rcm PASO funds. The Director-4Jeneral did not 

propose to follow the example of the PASO Directing Council because one result would 

be that WHO staff would receive special treatment in one region» The Board would note 

from paragraph 17 of the document that the de ci 日 ion of PASB had been reported by WHO 

to the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions
>
 which in turn had 

reported It to the United Nations General Assembly• 

If members of the Board wished further detailed information on this question he 

would be happy to provide it# 
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Dr METCALFE referred to the draft resolution on page lk of vhich 

contained a paragraph reading: 

Considering that present conditions of employment fail to attract young 
health workers vho should become career officers of the Organization 

He asked "whether there was any evidence that the Organization failed to attract 

competent young men» 

Dr DIA.Z-COLLEE called attention to paragraph 16 of the document in vhich it 

v&s stated that in the opinion of the Director-General there could be no real choice 

betwoen internal consistency* and external co-ordination. This presumably referred 

in the first place to consistency between WHO and its regional organizations and 

in the second place to co-ordination between WHO and other agencies of the 

United Kations family. He thought strongly that internal consistency should 

take precedence^ PASO had taken a decision one result of vhich would be that 

in the Eegion of the Americas staff paid respectively from WHO and from PASO funds 

would vork side by side on different salaries. Internal consistency should 

prevail and therefore if PASO did not apply minus adjustments； WHO in the Eegion 

of the Americas ̂  and indeed throughout the vhole vorld； should not make minus 

adjustments until the question vas definitely settled in the United Nations* 

Mr SIEGEL, in reply to Dr Metcalfe； pointed out that the resolution cited 

vas a resolution adopted•by the Executive Committee of PASO and he himself did 

not know what had been in their minds^ but in WHO also recent experience had 

shown some difficulty in recruitment from this cause
t 

In reply to Dr Diaz-Сoiler^ he said it vas clear that the Director-General 

had consistently opposed minus post adjustments. The statement in paragraph 16 
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of the document before 1die Board vas intended to express the policy that it vas more 

important to have consistency throughout WHO than co-ordination between WHO and "ttxe 

United Nations^ It was felt that internal consistency vas essential to good work 

in the Organization^ 

Possibly the present position was not clear to all members. Minus adjustments 

vere now applied throughout WHO and such had been the position for many years. 

PASO now no longer applied minus adjustments. That bad required a clear deviation 

by PASO from the existing staff rules. If WHO vished to follow its example it 

vould similarly have to alter its staff rules, 

Dr DÎ^Z-COLLEE thought the question vas very importante PASO had found it 

difficult to get adequate staff because salaries vere insufficient. It vas true 

that some staff members did not vork for the sake of the salary alone
}
 but none the 

less recruiting difficulties existed. On page 11, in Annex A, 2 to the document 

before the Board； it vas pointed out that a uniform system of salaries and benefits 

would provide a greater degree of flexibility among career-service employees» 

That vould facilitate the easy interchange of staff between field operations and 

the established stations of the Organization and would provide a variety of ezperi-

erice for each staff member and/ therefore
;
 an opportunity for grovth； development, 

and a proper understanding of the work and problems of the Organization» That 

reference^ he thought^ would answer Dr Metoalfe
1

s question as to what the PASO had 

had in mind« 

If WHO decided not to apply these minus adjusiaaents in the Eegion of tbe 

Americas
;
 there vould Ъе more difficulty^ There vould Ъе a lack of internal 

consistency and the vhole question should Ъе very carefully considered. 
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Dr METCALPE asked whether Mr Siegel could explain the exact nature of the minus 

adjustment• 

Mr SIEGEL said that in effect the system throughout the whole family of United 

Nations agencies rested in the first place on a basic international salary determined 

as appropriate in relation to a base station• Previously the basis of the inter-

national salary system had been established in relation to coste in New York; now 

the base station was Geneva• For other stations plus or minus adjustments were made 

to this basic scale of salaries according as the cost of living for staff members at 

those stations was greater or less than the cost of living in the base station as 

from the date of the fixing of the salary scales
#
 If the local cost of living were 

higher than that at the base on the base date an adjustment was added to the salary； 

if it were lower^ a deduction was made from the salaries at the local station, 

Mr CALDERWOOD, adviser to Dr Hyde, asked whether Бг Diaz-Coller had made a formal 

proposal or had simply expressed a point of view for consideration by the Board. 

Dr DIAZ-COLLER replied that he had made a concrete and definite proposal that 

WHO should not apply minus adjustments in any case where it now applied them» 

Mr CALDERWOOD understood that the proposal was that in order to secure uniformity 

WHO should not apply minus differentials
 #
 He called attention to paragraph 56 on 

page 26 of document EB21/51 in which the United Nations Advisory Committee on Admini-

strative and Budgetary Questions had understood that the WHO Executive Boafd would 

consider a similar deviation (to that adopted by the PASO) so as to avoid different 

treatment for staff employed by the two organizations in the Region of the Americas• 

His own view was that it was advisable to have consistency between WHO and PASO in 

the Region of the America© and he therefore supported Dr Diaz-Coller. 
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The CHAIRMAN thought that it would be helpful to have the draft resolution in 

vritingé 

Dr MOORE asked two questions. First, was the proposal of Dr Diaz-Coller to 

apply to the Region of the Americas only or to the whole world? Secondly, could the 

Secretariat give some indication of the amount which would be involved (a) if the 

change were made in the Americas only, and (b) if it were made throughout the world. 

Professor PESONEN asked what was the position of other specialized agencies on 

this point
 # 

Dr DIAZ-COLLER replied to Dr Moore that for internal consistency his proposal 

would have to apply to all regions. 

Mr SIEGEL said that he had been about to ask for time to answer Dr Mooreis 

second question. However, he had just been given a calculation on the subject. 

The figures were, of course, subject to considerable change because cost of living 

figures varied constantly, but on the situation as at the 1 January 1958 the 

additional cost for 1958 would bej 

under the Regular Budget - $ 35 000 

under Technical Assistance - $ 37 000 

under the Malaria Special Account - t 2 500. 

The answer to Professor Pesonen
1

s question was that all the international 

organizations followed the United Nations
 11

 common system" on applying minus adjust-

ments: but with few exceptions those other organizations did not have sub-divisions 

similar to WHO
1

s regional organizations• 

I11 reply to the Chairman， Mr Siegel said that he thought any figures for 1959 

would be misleading^ but on the present information they did not seem to differ much 
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Dr DIAZ-COLLER thought that $ 7 扛 500 would not be too much to pay for the 

stability^ peace of mind and efficiency of all members of the staff. 

Dr MOORE asked whether a decision not to make minus adjustmeüts would lead to a 

spiral or whether on the other hand, if the cost of living dropped at the base 

station, local adjustments would follow it. 

Mr SIEGEL said that the question was complicated. Part of the answer was that 

each duty station would, once the appropriate initial adjustment for that station had 

been established in relation to the base station， stand on its own feet and plus or 

minus adjustments there would depend on the changes in the cost of living there. He 

thought that no spiral was involved, 

Mr CALDERWOOD wished to comment on one point and ask a question» The Salary 

Review Committee had made recommendations not only in regard to post adjustments but 

also on other points, some of which had been put into operation» The broad question 

would be further reviewed by the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary 

questions^ the General Assembly
;
 and other governing bodies in the near future• He 

assumed, therefore, that the purpose of Dr Diaz-Coller!s proposal was to deal with 

present anomalies pending a review by those bodies which would bring about better con-

ditions • On the question of the total cost, he thought that the decision of PASO 

had been in part at least based on information that the differences caused in the 

salaries of individual staff members by the minus adjustments were considerable and 

internal anomalies were serious. 

Dr DIAZ-COLLER agreed. 
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Mr SIEGEL reminded the Board that a change in the cost of living at Geneva did 

not affect salaries in the field. If Dr Diaz-Coller
!

s proposal were accepted, 

salaries at Headquarters and in regional offices and the field could never go below 

the base salary. 

In reply to Mr Calderwood he said that he had no knowledge that the United 

Nations would be reviewing its policy on minus adjustments. WHO itself, of course, 

would be making a further study. 

Mr CALDERWOOD said that his question related rather to a continuing review of 

the whole broad question of salaries, allowances and benefits. 

Mr SIEGEL said that the only studies for the present year of which he was aware 

were those referred to in paragraph 12 of document EB2l/5^. They included the 

administration of the post adjustment system but not the adjustment system itself. 

The CHAIRMAN invited comments on the draft resolution submitted jointly by Dr 

Diaz «Coller and Dr Hyde and just circulated as document EB2l/\fP/2k9 

Dr LAKSHMANAN asked whether WHO could take this action with regard to field 

workers employed on Technical Assistance projects without it being contrary to 

decisions made by the Technical Assistance Board and without there being a discrepancy 

between the pay of such staff and the pay received by other Technical Assistance 

workers on other projects. 

Dr METCALFE asked whether the Board had the power to decide that WHO should no 

longer apply minus post adjustments to the salaries of WHO staff members or whether 

only the Health Assembly had the power to take such a decision. 
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Mr SIEGEL said that the Director-General vas of the opinion that WHO had every 

right to take decisions regarding all WHO staff members as it saw fit, even those 

paid from Technical Assistance funds. The last sentence of Regulation 5,2 of the 

WHO Staff Regulations readi 

Any deviations from United Nations scales of salaries and allowances which 
may be necessary for the requirements of the World Health Organization shall 
be subject to the approval of； or may be authorized by*，the Executive Board, 

so that the Executive Board certainly had the power to authorize such deviations• 

He felt, however
;
 he should point out that if the draft resolution were adopted 

by the Board, there would be a discrepancy, not between the salaries of one category 

of WHO officials and those of another category of WHO officials， but between the 

salaries of WHO staff members employed in places where minus post adjustments were 

applied and the salaries of staff employed there by other agencies. On the other 

hand； if the resolution were not adopted, there would be a discrepancy between the 

salaries of some WHO staff members and those of other WHO staff members， because minus 

post adjustments would not be applied to the salaries of certain staff members who 

were paid from PASO funds• 

Professor CANAPERIA
д
 recalling that Mr Siegel had indicated that the implemen-

tation of the draft resolution would cost some $ 7扛 5 0 0 > asked how that sum would 

be obtained, 

Mr SIEGEL replied that every year it had been necessary to find additional 

amounts because of constant changes in the rates of post adjustments; so the adoption 

of the draft resolution would not mean that the Secretariat would be faced with an 

entirely new problem. Post adjustments usually were on the increase； be could think 

of no reduction in a post adjustment during the past eight years. 
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Professor CANAPERIA asked whether the adoption of the draft resolution vould 

make it necessary to curtail the Organization!s programme for 1958* 

Mr SIEGEL said that on 1 January 1958 it had been estimated that the additional 

amount of regular budget funds which would probably be required to the suppression of 

minus adjustments during 1958 was $ 35 000 • He believed that a large part of that 

amount would be required in any event^ since there were a number of upward adjustments 

which were almost certain to be made in any case. In the past，the Director-General 

had obtained the additional amounts required for upward revisions of post adjustments 

by means of transferring smns from sections of the budget where there had been savings. 

(As members of the Board would of course remember， the Director-General often requested 

permission to make transfers between appropriation sections.) If the additional 

amount could not be obtained as a result of savings - as might just conceivably be the 

case - then the Director-General would have to make use of the powers he had been given 

in respect of the Working Capital Fund» The additional $ 37 000 which would probably 

be required for personnel engaged on Technical Assistance projects would have to be 

taken from WHO1s Technical Assistance aliocation# Similarly the additional amount 

required for persons employed on the malaria eradication programme would have to be 

charged to the Malaria Eradication Special Account. 

Dr ЬАКЗНМШШ suggested that the Board should agree to defer taking action on the 

draft resolution until its next meeting• 

It vas so agreed» 
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3. AMENDMENTS TO THE RUEES CP PROCEDURE OP THE НЕАПРН ASSEMBLY^ Item 6.5 of the Agenda 
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO RULE 28 OF THE RULES OF PROCEDURE OP THE EXECUTIVE BOARDS 
Item 8 of the Supplementary Agenda (Documents EB21/38 and EB21/67) 

The CHAIRMAN, recalling that item 6.5 of the agenda and item 8 of the supplementary 

agenda had been referred to a working party, requested the Chairman of the working party 

to present its report (document EB21/67). 

MR CALDERWOOD, adviser to Dr Hyde and Chairman of the working party, said he 

thought that all members of the Board were familiar with both items. The first 

question which the working party had discussed, namely the duration of the term of 

office of Board members, was one which had been raised at the Tenth World Health 

Assembly. On that occasion it had been urged that the rules on the subject in the 

Rules of Procedure of the Health Assembly (Rules 92 and 99) should be changed since 

they were in contradiction to one another
#
 Many had expressed the view that the term 

of office of siembers of the Board should be exactly three years, since it was laid 

down in Article 25 of the Constitution "These members shall be elected for three years
11

. 

Others had pointed out that since the Health Assembly did not meet on the same dates 

every year there would frequently be occasions on which there would be unfilled seats 

on the Board, unless suitable provisions were made. The Tenth World Health Assembly 

had not been able to reach agreement on the question. 

The working party had come to the conclusion that serious difficulties would 

arise if any specific dates were laid down for the commencement and expiry of the 

terms of office of Board members. It had agreed to recommend that the Board adopt a 

draft resolution proposing to the Health Assembly that it delete from its Rules of 

Procedure the paragraph in Rule 92 reading: 
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"Por the purpose of Article 25 of the Constitution the word 'year1 shall be 
taken to mean the period of time between one election at a regular session of 
the Health Assembly and the next election by the Health Assembly," 

and that Rule 99 should be amended to read: 

"The term of office of each member entitled to designate a person to serve 
• on the Board shall begin on the opening day of the first meeting of the Board 

after the Health Assembly at which the Member concerned was elected." 

If the Health Assembly gave effect to that resolution, the contradiction would 

disappear, and there would be nothing in the Rules which could be said to be not in 

accordance with the Constitution. 

Dr T0ŒBA thought that there should be something definite in the Health Assembly's 

Rules of Procedure regarding the expiration of the terms of office of Board members. 

He proposed the addition, at the end of the text for Rule 99 proposed by the working 

party, (in the draft resolution in part 工 of document EB21/67) of the wordst "and 

shall end on the closing day of the session of the Health Assembly during which the 

Member is replaced", 

Mr SIEGEL said that an amendment somewhat similar to the one Just proposed by 

Dr Togba had been suggested by the Director-General in a report he had submitted for 

consideration at the Tenth World Health Assembly. The Legal Sub-Committee of the 

Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters, to which the matter had been 

referred, had decided that it should not recommend the adoption of the amendment, after 

several members of the Sub-Committee had expressed opposition to it because in their 

opinion it conflicted with Article 25 of the Constitution. However, the Eleventh World 

Health Assembly might be willing to give the matter further consideration, and decide 

how Article 25 of the Constitution should be interpreted. 
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Dr TOOBA asked whether the Tenth World Health Assembly had considered deleting 

from the Rules of Procedure of the Health Assembly all reference to the expiration of 

the terms of office of Board members as the working party had recommended. 

Mr SIEGEL said he could not remember» At that Health Assembly several amendments 

to the Rules had been suggested, but none of them had been accepted. 

Mr CAICERWOQD said thftt the working party had considered including a clause such 

as that just proposed by Dr Togba, but it had decided not to do so, since the Health 

Assembly and the Executive Board did not meet on the same dates every year, and some 

time always elapsed between the Health Assembly's decision on the question of replace-

ments far members of the Board and the appointment of the new members. If the wording 

proposée by Di' Togbet :were flnaJLly adopted it would almost certainly be argued by some 

that the rule was not in accordance with the Constitution, and there would almost 

certainly be periods during which the membership of the Board would not Ъе complete • 

The CHAIRMAN said it seemed that there were drawbacks to every possible form of 

wording of the rule. 

Dr METCAIíE said that the wording advocated bjrDr- Togba- w^uld be satisfactory if 

the Health Îssembly came to an end on the same date every year； but it did not. 

It was laid down in Article 25 of the Constitution that the term of office of each 

Board member should be exactly three years. 

Dr TOGBA said that as yet no Board member's term of office had ever been exactly 

three years # 
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The CHAIRMAN put the amendment proposed by Dr Togba to the vote. 

Decision: The amendment was adopted by votes to none, with no abstentions. 

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the draft resolution in part 工 of document EB21/67 

as amended. 

Decision: It was adopted unanimously (see resolution EB21.R51). 

Mr CAIDEHWOOD, adviser to Dr Hyde and Chairman pf the working party, said that 

the second matter discussed by the working party was Rulé 28 of the Executive Board
f

 s 

Rules of Procedure, which concerned the functions of members* alternates and advisers. 
‘ , • i ‘ ， 

Two years previously a working party had been established to bring the Executive 

\ 

Board
!

s Rules of Procedure more closely into line with the revised Rules of Procedure 

of the Health Assembly, One member of that working party had suggested that in the 

future no distinction should be made between alternates and advisers, since some members 

were accompanied by alternates only, some by advisers only, and some by both alternates 

and advisers, and it depended largely upon the domestic arrangements of a member
i

s 

country whether those accompanying him were designated as alternates or advisers. 

Some people had attended one session of the Poard as an alternate and another session 

as an adviser, performing the same function at both sessions. Until the question had 

arisen two years previously, no distinction had been made between alternates and 

advisers in practice. Another member of that working party had suggested that the 

distinction between alternates and advisers should be retained, but that the provisions 

relating to advisers should be made more liberal. That was what the working party 

which had met during the current session had decided to recommend. The existing Rules 
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of Prooedure precluded an adviser from ever voting at a session of the Board, The 

working party recommended for adoption by the Board a draft resolution containing, as 

a proposed substitute for the second sentence of Rule 28, a text reading: 

"Moreover, upon the request of the member or his alternate, the Chairman 
may allow an adviser to speak on any particular point and, in the absence of the 
member or his alternate, to speak and vote on any question.

11 

The working party had also decided to recommend the deletion in Rule 28 of the 

words "designated in acoordanc© with Article 24 of the Constitution", because alternates 

and advisers were not in practice designated in pursuance of that article of the 

Constitution. But it was a matter to which the working party did not attach much 

importance, 

Dr TOGBA. expressed the opinion that the words
 w

designated I11 accordance with 

Article 24 of the Constitution” should be retained, and accordingly proposed that the 

sub-paragraph (a) of the draft resolution sutmiitted by the working party be deleted 

and that-^he necessary consequential amendments to the rest of the draft resolution be made. 

He had no objection to any of the advisers attending the presetrt session voting 

in place of the members they were accompanying. But he felt he should issue a 

warning； in future, some governments might appoint as- advisers persons who did not have 

the experienoe of WHO that the present advisers had. The people they might appoint 

might act from purely political motives and exercise pressure on the members they were 

accompanying. They could, if the wording for Rule 28 recommended by the working party 

were adopted by the Board, induce them to let them Vote on their behalf. 
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Dr REGALA asked whether there was any reason why the difficulties under discussion 

could not be obviated by governments designating alternates and advisers as was most 

suitable. 

Dr ШШ. said that, in his стгл caso, for Instance^ under United States law it was not 

possible to designate more than one person to act as his alternate. Only the 

President could designate that alternate, and the President could designate only 

someone with a medical degree and experience of public health matters. His advisers 

were appointed by the Secretary of State
 f
 Ruie 28 of the Board

1

 s rules of procedure 

in its present form prevented the Board from obtaining full value out of the experience 

cf some of the advisers attending the sessions as regards non-medical items of its 

agenda. 

Dr TOGBA asked whether, if the text for Rule 28 proposed by the working party were 

adopted
i
 an adviser would always be free to vote on any matter discussed by the Board 

when the member was not present, 

Mr CATDEHWOOD replied that advisers would be allowed to vote only !\дроп the request 

of tiae member or his alternate". The member or his alternate might make such a 

request by communicating with the Chairman by telephone or by some other means
 f 

Dr TOGBA said in his opinion an adviser should not be permitted to vote unless 

the member or his alternate requested the Chairman in writing to allow M m to do so. 

He accordingly proposed the insertion of the words "if so requested in writing by the 

member or his alternate" before the words "to speak and vote on any question" at the 

end of the text proposed by the working party. 
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Decisioni The Board adopted Dr Togba»s proposal relating to sub-paragraph (a) 
of the draft resolution by l^-votes to none with one abstention. It adopted 
the amendment he had proposed to sub-paragraph (b) unanimously； and it adopted, 
also unanimously, the draft resolution as amended (see resolution EB21.R52). 

The CHAIRMAN, on behalf of the Board, thanked the members of the working party 

for the work they had done, 

REVTEW OP THE PROGRAMME AND BUDGEO? ESTIMATES POR 1959» Item 3.2 of the Agenda 
(continued) 

Fellowshipsg Draft resolution proposed by Dr Siri (resumêd) 

Dr SIRI said that he wished to withdraw the resolution he had proposed earlier 

(document EB2l/tfP/22) if Dr Hyde, who had submitted an amendment to it, would agree 

to him doing so. He would submit another draft resolution in its pXaoe
# 

Dr HYDE said he had no objection to Dr Siri doing so_ 

Dr SIRI withdrew the draft resolution he had proposed earlier and proposed the 

adoption of the draft resolution circulated as document EB2l/^P/22 Rev.l, The third 

and last paragraph of the preamble was a new paragraph, which he had drafted after 

listening to Dr BEyde! s comments on the draft resolution he had Just withdrawn• That 

paragraph readt 

"Considering that 
of the Americas is to 
Sanitary Conference." 

a study of the fellowship programme conducted by the Region 
be undertaken and a report thereon made to the Pan American 
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He had already explained the reasons which had led him to propose the operative part 

of the draft resolution, which reads 

BEQUESTS the Director-General to broaden this study to cover all the Regions 
of the Organization, taking into account the points mentioned above. 

If the Board adopted the draft resolution, it would not be prejudging any issue or 

approving any increase in the stipends paid to ШЮ fellows. 

Dr HYDE said he could vote in favour of all the preamble of the draft resolution 

just proposed by Dr Siri, but he wished to propose that the operative paragraph be 

replaced by the text which he had proposed earlier, and which appeared in document 

namelys 

"BEQUESTS the Director-General to report to the twenty-third session of the 
Executive Board on the study of the fellowship programme conducted by the Region 
of the Americas, as it is reported to the ХУ Pan American Sanitary Conference, 
and the action taken thereon

e

w 

The CHAIRMAN put Dr Hyde
!

s amendment to the vote9 

Decisions It was adopted by 10 votes to 4 with 2 abstentions
é 

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the revised draft resolution proposed by Dr Siri 

^document EB2l/wp/22 Rev.l) as amended. 

Decisions It was adopted unanimously (see resolution EB21.R5斗） 

The meeting rose at 12«^Ю р̂ш. 


